Vulcon 750

The Vulcan was Kawasaki's first cruiser and first V-twin engine , introduced in late as the model.
The US name was changed to Vulcan to reflect this. The VN remained largely unchanged
throughout its year production run with only minor adjustments to the components and varying
paint schemes. The VN was unique in its class by featuring a more reliable shaft drive usually
found on larger cruisers. The VN also featured adjustable air shocks front and rear, with Showa
4-way valving on the rear. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Retrieved 11 March Cycle
World. Archived from the original on 8 July Categories : Kawasaki motorcycles Cruiser
motorcycles Motorcycles introduced in Motorcycle stubs. Hidden categories: All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from December All stub articles.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Kawasaki Vulcan Year Type.
Versys KL Super Sherpa. Ninja Ninja SL. Ninja R. Ninja ZXR. ZX Tomcat. Sport touring. Ninja H2
SX. Vulcan ENA. Vulcan S. Vulcan VN Ninja ZX-RR. This motorcycle, scooter or moped-related
article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it. The story of the much-loved Kawasaki
Vulcan Every motorcycle brand tends to have their strength in style, and because of that, they
tend to stay toward a specific sector. Just as Harley-Davidson is likely best known for its geared
up and spacious cruisers, other brands excel in different areas. Kawasaki is an established
brand that has proven their worth in multiple different areas of riding, and that can be seen by
the Kawasaki motorcycle timeline. It's one of the best cruiser motorcycles that has consistently
been a crowd favorite throughout the years. The Kawasaki Vulcan is a well known ride, and a
favorite addition to the timeline of Kawasaki motorcycles. But, sometimes people forget about
where its roots are. But Kawasaki aimed to shock motorcycle riders with this bike creation and
were determined to prove that they could do more than just create the typical sporty rides
expected of them. The Kawasaki Vulcan engine was something that was highly favored during
the time of its release, and it added an element of competition in the industry. And as previously
and continuously stated, competition is what forced these beloved brands to work harder than
ever before. Why the Kawasaki Vulcan has so much love behind it. It is now classified as one of
the most beloved and most comfortable cruisers, and for a brand that was known more for their
speedy rides, this was a big deal. Source: Top Speed. The Kawasaki timeline shows the
beginnings and origination of the brand, along with a very specific look at where they wanted to
focus their attention. But to compete in the industry, you have to show your versatility, and this
was a bike that did that. Just one look at the bike will have you confused over the creator, but
that feeling translates into being impressed. If you saw one of these rides on the road when it
was first created in with its cc displacement which would then become a cc you would have
assumed that it was a Honda or a Harley. But the joke was on you. What makes this ride one of
the best cruisers ever? First, settle down my Harley lovers, you guys claim plenty of spots on
the list already. The first key to the love behind it-and the success it saw-is the look. The design
of the ride had a mind toward the future because even seeing one of these babies riding on the
streets now still leaves an impression. And one of the top considerations with a cruiser is its
riding comfort, and if it can stand to manage longer-than-average rides. It still sells today and is
a crowd favorite. Whether you were someone who had been riding for 25 years or someone who
was looking for a first bike, this was a great pick for either. While a Kawasaki Ninja motorcycle
might be the most common bike you see on the roads from the brand, this is a ride that has
proven its ability to stay a crowd favorite. I cover the history of motorcycles, motorcycle news,
and tell the stories of some of the most popular brands. Get your free cash offer in 15 minutes
or less! Have your eye on a different type of ride? Trade in, trade up, and trade for any type of
vehicle with RumbleOn. Use your cash offer as an online trade-in value. No dealership required.
Browse and buy value-priced vehicles online and enjoy easy shipping, no dealership fees, and a
three-day test drive with a Money-Back Guarantee! You can even get pre-qualified for a low
monthly payment and get a loan for your purchase with RumbleOn Finance! Buy Cash Offer.
The Brain Bucket. The story of the much-loved Kawasaki Vulcan Every motorcycle brand tends
to have their strength in style, and because of that, they tend to stay toward a specific sector.
Looking for a Kawasaki motorcycle for sale? You can trade anything! It's easy to get your
motorcycle trade-in value, and you can trade anything for a Vulcan! Written by Jo Kelley I cover
the history of motorcycles, motorcycle news, and tell the stories of some of the most popular
brands. Subscribe Email Address. Recent Articles. Cash Offer. Get Pre-Qualified. Find a Dealer.
Live Auction. Dealer Portal. All rights reserved. By using this service, you accept our Terms of
Use and Privacy. Do not sell my personal info. Make Kawasaki. Model Vulcan The Kawasaki line
of Vulcan TM cruiser motorcycles features styling from various time periods. The Vulcan
delivers "modern" cruisin style centered around the throbbing sound and look of a high-tech
V-twin engine. Lots of chrome, a low seat height, a laid-back riding position put together with
the optional Tour Package, and you have a cruiser ready to go the distance. Older Adult owner

who had purchased the Bike new. Nicest One around Guarnteed!! Cash only,you pick up. Clean
title. I'll throw in new front cafe fairing, and hard saddlebags with built in lights,lower front
scoop all new accessories. Powered by a liquid-cooled, double overhead cam cc V-twin engine,
the Vulcan is powerful and low-maintenance. Hydraulic valve lash adjusters ease maintenance
and liquid cooling increases overall engine durability. Plus, the engine itself is rubber-mounted
within the double-cradle, high-tensile steel frame to reduce vibration at the handlebar and
footpegs. A low-maintenance shaft drive transmits power from the five-speed transmission to
the beefy inch rear wheel. Air-assisted rear shocks with four clicks of rebound damping
adjustment offer a smooth and controlled ride, while dual front discs provide reliable stopping
power. Full instrumentation, including both coolant-temperature and fuel-level gauges, and a
center stand are standard fare. Water cooled, shaft drive, great torque. Very good condition,
runs great, low mileage less than miles and always garaged. Brand new battery. Also have a
new set of drag bars, grips, mirrors and bullet lights that I never got around to installing. Bike is
in mint condition. Has brand new rear tire, fresh oil change, plugs, and fuel regulator, all done
by dealer. Has 8V twin cylinder engine with dohc and has 25, miles. Bike starts first time every
time, idles great and runs awesome. No issues or damage at all with this bike. Gets 50 mpg and
has good clear title in my name. May also trade for a crotch rocket. Price is negotiable. This is a
very unique rig. A Kawasaki Vulcan with only 16, original miles paired to a paint-matched
Velorex Tour sidecar. This is an incredibly cost-effective sidecar setup that will eat up as many
miles as you can. Riding in a sidecar as opposed to the back of a motorcycle is a completely
different experience, come check it out today. This is a very clean and well-sorted rig. For more
info, call Dylan I bought this bike a few years ago and have redone a lot of it. New paint,
professionally done. Forks rebuiltEngine replaced, engine has only miles. Tires are in good
shapeNew ignitionSeat redoneMany other new partsThe picture looks like it has taller handle
bars, I had adjusted them up as I am taller, 6' and it worked well. Fun sporty bike Runs
wellThanks for reading my long ad. The bike is in excellent shape, runs great, and has 10, miles
on it. The tires are a couple of years old and have approximately miles on them. I do not
currently have the bike licensed. I have owned it since Under 11, miles. Great condition. Smooth
easy ride. Good first motorcycle, but also enjoyable to ride for years. New battery installed last
July. Windshield, small engine guard, saddle bags and rear luggage rack. Comes with original
small tool kit and wheel chain lock. I have a vulcan I am trying to sell. I have the title for it, clean
and clear. It was a running bike, a week ago. I have two of everything including frames except
the engine. I can turn it by hand to show its not siezed. My arthritis has gotten worse and I cant
ride as much as I used to. I need the bike and all extra parts gone. It would make a great first
timers bike. Tires have less than miles on them, Gel battery is 1 month old. I have new rear tire,
both front and rear still in pkg. It is taking up too much room so I need it gone asap. Thanks for
looking. Hello, Selling my beloved Kawasaki Vulcan , black with gray and chrome, good
condition, always clean and waxed. Just shy of 23, Miles. New battery and tires last season.
Always kept covered. Locking viking hard bags. Kawasaki brand chrome engine guards and
luggage rack. Always changed oil and filters at miles. Currently waiting for you with brand new
oil and fluids, ready to ride! Great city commuter or long distance travel bike! I've posted a few
different pictures of the bike with and without bags. The Viking hard saddle bags are included,
but the soft bags sometimes shown on the seat are not. Contact me with any questions! V-twin
cruiser. Excellent condition. Nice shiny original factory paint, chrome, and seat. Well cared for,
and maintained. Only 39K miles. Includes windshield. Runs great. This bike has been inspected
and serviced by one of our highly experienced technicians. It is ready to ride. As with all our
bikes, it was given all fresh engine fluids, and any issues that were found were either repaired
or the item replaced. Stop by and check it out anytime. I'm putting for sale my Kawasaki Vulcan
It's a nice starter bike, runs smooth. I'm having this for 2 years. I'm moving to East so wanted to
sell this out. It has a small dent on the
1947 dodge truck parts catalog
1996 nissan maxima engine diagram
volvo headliner replacement
lower tank side from previous owner, but it's not visible if you are riding. Have installed the
battery tender socket directly to battery so that you can charge if needed directly without
removing the battery!!! I have cover and saddle bags not in good shape though if needed along
with "M" size Helmet and the Cover which is very good in Snow too. Come and take a look.
Price is negotiable if I like the future owner. Thanks for looking Let me know if you are
interested. If you are seeing this post means it's still up for sale. I'm NOT looking for trade in's.
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